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Version.Outgoing House speaker Paul
Ryan’s (R-WI) replacement as the House
Ways and Means chairman, Kevin Brady

(R-TX), joined Fox News Monday and
warned Democrats that the healthcare

bill would likely cost millions their
insurance coverage. Brady explained that
the Senate bill is a “big train wreck” and

a “train to nowhere” if they turn it over to
the House. He added that the House will
“make it better” before sending it to the
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Senate. ADVERTISEMENT “It’s a big train
wreck for Democrats because it’s a train

to nowhere,” said Brady, citing the
financial benefits for the government and

deficits. “That train to nowhere is the
Senate healthcare bill. The Senate will be
all of their train wrecks. We can make it

better.” He also warned that if the Senate
passed the healthcare bill, the House

would have to vote on it. “If the Senate
passes the Senate bill, which it should
not, the House will have to vote on the
Senate bill,” Brady said. “Either we’ll fix
it, or we’ll take the train to nowhere with
that train wreck.” “That’s a train wreck
for us, the Senate is,” Brady continued.

“That’s a train wreck for them — when it
goes to the Senate — and we have to fix
it — and we’ll take that train to nowhere
with that train wreck.” Watch this video

from Fox News’ Fox & Friends, broadcast
April 9, 2010. ADVERTISEMENT [Image via

Gage Skidmore, Creative Commons
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licensed]Washington (CNN) -- The federal
government shut down at midnight

Monday and appeared likely to remain
closed for at least the next few days. The
move by President Obama to invoke the

16th Amendment -- which he used to
declare an executive order that will

provide federal workers with back pay --
will affect federal services such as Social
Security checks and Medicare payments,
or paychecks for federal employees. The

Senate adjourned at noon, and some
Senate offices closed shortly after. The
House adjourned at 2:30 p.m. ET. The

House GOP e79caf774b
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Bit v.England England is renowned for its two most distinctive qualities: a raindrop on its landscape
and its Rolls-Royces. It can usually be wet and it always has a motor to keep it running. It’s a cliché,

but clichés are the currency of marketing. When it comes to having a favourite in the world of
brands, it’s the English who are notoriously proud of their sporting successes. They tend to be

obsessively loyal to their favourite teams, often looking for micro-trending tweets about rugby scores
or even pasting government websites or public transport maps online to prove their dedication. Their
confidence and bluster both a major asset and a weakness. Their pompous nationalism and bellicose
behaviour is usually on show, from England’s vocal support of the Falkland Islands, to the row over
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